
Minutes of Field Meeting, Cleveland County Beekeepers Assoc., May 28th   

By: Steve Gibson 

Apiary of Jonathan Davis and Maria Padgett 

Some quick business items were handled, motions made, seconded and approved for $50 for plants 
around the beekeepers cabin and $85 to purchase a package and queen from Jonathan Davis.  Meeting 
was well attended with about 40 present and our regional NCDA Apiary inspector, Lewis Cauble joined 
us once again.  

First we did a demo to spark discussion on colony inspection techniques to keep bees docile.  Many 
points were made and participants watched closely as some techniques were purposely done wrong or 
things were not done.  Later it is planned to put the info as a link on our website. 

Using the queen castle method of producing queens was demonstrated and many points of local 
experience were made.  For example instead of a full frame of food and one of brood and eggs Jonathan 
pointed out that he also has done the queen castle with adequate food and brood on each frame.  Steve 
Gibson also reported that he had used a hole saw to make a hole for a jar feeder on top of each section 
of the castle.  Discussion followed regarding both the deep castle and the medium. 

Next we did some shaking.  A colony was used in which the queen was located and set aside.  4 frames 
were shaken into a package (a saved container from an earlier purchase.)  Later a queen from another 
colony was placed in a queen cage and placed in the package.  For the feed can again the used package 
material was used.  Syrup was poured into a half inch hole drilled into the can and sealed with what else, 
duct tape.  It worked great.  The package was picked up by Eric Gantt who is doing the observational 
hive for the fair.  The package was installed the next day into a rustic observational hive with top bars.  
The queen was released in 2 days and within the first week the package bees had nearly completely 
drawn out the 6 frames.  Lewis led a discussion on packages verses nucs.   It was a very successful demo 
and experiment.  On line there is very little on small scale package bee production.  One thing we could 
have done different to reduce the population decline in a single colony would be to use several colonies 
since the bees are mostly nurse bees not prone to be antagonistic to others from different colonies and 
also they are so disoriented the instinct to fight is gone.  4 frames of bees produced 3 pounds of package 
bees easily.  With several of our members producing queens the demo proved that packages will 
definitely be practical.  

Next meeting will be an inside meeting on June 27th.  Lewis has graciously agreed to do a presentation 
on mite treatments.  

Submitted by Steve Gibson  


